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About This Game

 INTRODUCTION

Thousands of years have passed since the apocalyptic Second War. It was fought between the alliance of humanity and
monsters. Ages later, the Four Elemental Gods rose to power and created a magical, spiral-shaped jewelry known as the Pendant

of Labyronia. With its immense might, the Labyrinths were created covering the entire world.

Now, the dreadful monsters have returned, their legendary kings plotting to snuff out all life from Labyronia. Before them, the
greatest cities fall and the people get trapped in a living nightmare.

You are Arres, the only one who can stop their relentless havoc, and journey through the lands to discover the secrets of the
Labyrinths. To achieve this, you need to unite with trusty friends and discover untold powers... by exploring your surroundings.

Master your martial skills and magic to defeat the evil monsters, and encounter the Four Elemental Gods in the definitive
version of the very first Labyronia.
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 KEY FEATURES

Nonlinear, exploration-based progression in a large and original world.

The Cue system encourages exploration. Find various details from your environments to obtain skills, and challenge
yourself to collect all the Cues!

Strategic Boss battles and a classic turn-based combat system.

Collect items and tools to uncover the secrets of the world, or take your time to read some books filled with lore.

Discover the backstories of the heroes Arres, Ann and Garic in the emotional storyline, and gather your wits to challenge
the Four Elemental Gods!

 REMAKE

The World of Labyrinths: Labyronia is the complete version of the first Labyronia. The game expands the original story with
alterations including improved visuals, new cutscenes and gameplay mechanics. The world is now filled with secrets and new

cues. You need various tools to gain access to hard-to-reach places. Even the temperature is changing in some areas, forcing you
to find correct equipment to survive.

For new players interested about the series, this is the game to start with.
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the world of labyrinths labyronia

Fantastic gameplay and wonderful experience. The story is great and completely immerses you in the gameplay.. couldn't get it
installed. A buggy mess plain and simple. I had to fix it so I could play in anything besides a WAY too small resolution, then the
intro broke, then after trying to bring the water jug on a girl's head to a fish man and winding up feeding her to him (Or was that
just another bug?) I got stuck in an endless loop talking to an NPC.. If you like single player TCG its ok
too bad it cant online play.... Please check out the full review of Totally Accurate Battle Simulator as well as my other written
content at AndrewsBase: http://andrewsbase.com/2019/04/19/a-first-look-at-totally-accurate-battle-simulator/
Have you ever read Sun Tzu's The Art of War and wanted to implement your very own tactical masterclass in a bid to outwit
and humiliate your opponents by your sheer military prowess? Well, you can't do that here.

What you can do is plop down two wooly mammoths and have them fight to the death across an ancient medieval battleground
versus 500 farmers. If that sounds intriguing, Landfall's Totally Accurate Battle Simulator might be for you.

Landfall, the development studio behind the chaotic physics platformer Clustertruck, Stick Fight: The Game and the skill based
party game Square Brawl have released arguably their most sought-after title yet. Totally Accurate Battle Simulator has been in
a playable and testing state from 2016 and has only recently released on Steam under the Early Access banner where it has taken
the top-selling charts by storm.

In a game that prides itself on silly physics fun there is a surprising amount of depth and interesting mechanics to keep Totally
Accurate Battle Simulator fun and engaging for several hours.

Featuring a single player campaign that spans several historical era's including Medieval and Viking, you will be launched head
first in to an array of interesting and funny battle scenarios. Picture the scene: 75 halflings stand angrily on the opposite side of a
miniscule brick bridge and it is your job to conquer the land for your own. Using your limited resources, as each level imposes a
monetary spending limit to provide a challenge, how will you overcome this fearsome foe? Maybe you will create a halfling
army of your own, perhaps you will take advantage of the king who is shadowed by a militarised set of priests with the sole
purpose of healing him or maybe you will opt for the scarecrow that launches birds in a fit of rage at the unsuspecting enemies.
Whatever you chose; overcome, divide and conquer!

Fear not, this package wouldn't be complete without a sandbox mode - I took advantage of the currently limited campaign,
which will feature new maps, units and levels in the future, to learn the ropes and grasp the extreme nuances of Totally Accurate
Battle Simulator. I have never been one for silly physics-based games like Goat Simulator, but as someone who enjoys strategy
titles and watching a cavalcade of spaghetti-legged NPC's mindlessly beat the life out of each other while screaming incoherent,
but admittedly hilarious noises from every orifice - I had a unaldulterated amount of fun setting up impossible scenarios and
witnessing how they played out.

Using the limited amount of units currently available, although Landfall has stated more are in the works and will be released
for free in future updates, as well as introducing a unit creator - which I am way to excited for, I played around in the sandbox
mode for more time than I would have liked to admit. Placing 400 clubbers on either side of the battlefield and hitting the start
button to watch my CPU chug in a glorious physics mesh of googly-eyed combatants is unlike anything I have witnessed in
gaming. Pitting Zeus and his ranged lightning bolts against a mammoth or snake archers and just sitting back and witnessing the
utter mess I had created emitted a childlike sense of fun that I have not had the joy of feeling for years. As a kid did you ever
have wrestling figures or toys and make up scenarios or use your incredible imagination to design a over-the-top battle in your
mind, using real world objects around you like otherworldly objects? This is my experience in Totally Accurate Battle
Simulator.

The camera controls are a little wonky at the moment and can be hard to control but this is something that will more than likely
be refined during the Early Access period. However, there is a slow motion mode out of the gate and it is nothing short of
stupendous - watching a wheelbarrow unit rush around the battlefield attempting to crush the heinous blue team or bodies flying,
legs akimbo after being graciously smacked in the face by a catapult in slow motion had me in real fits of laughter like no other
game has evoked in me.

I had one instance where the battle appeared to be over but I could hear muffled screeches to the tune of HURRDADURR and
after further investigation discovered one of wheelbarrow units was buried under a pile of one hunrderd plus corpses, writhing
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around attempting to brainlessly escape being buried alive like some sort of over-the-top wrestling match in a bid to throw
tomatoes at his enemies.

I have been thoroughly enjoying my time with Totally Accurate Battle Simulator and it's stupidly chaotic physics based fun and
nonsensical battle cries kept me entertained for hours. I am extremely excited to dive in to the unit creator when it launches,
which I hope comes complete with Steam Workshop integration to allow for a supermarket of unlimited units to subscribe to. It
would also be great to see more detailed maps rather than the many open battlefields that are in the current build; lets see some
indoor, close quarters combat or huge, sprawling Total War like maps.
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Recommending this DLC is a bit of a slippery slope for me. On one hand, it seems kind of pricey for what it provides, and the
total game has issues of it's own. On the other hand, this is good DLC that may be pricey at $15, but proportionally adds enough
at half of the base game's price.

Other than later Roman rule over Sicily (and some mobster culture\/ pizza culture that came from it) I didn't really know a lot
about it's history. Learning some fun facts about certain places and peoples was fun, but for learning about such things alone,
there are books and documentaries.

The main thing is that Sicily is an island for you to take control of. There is quite a bit of Greek cultured factions on the island
that you have to face. Having hoplites bash against each other or having units outmaneuver them can be fun, but it suffers from
the same problem as pretty much all strategy games. It gets to be the same old formula after a while. This is made worse by
there being limited unit types, especially when just referring to the cultures within Sicily. The island has mountains to go
around, rivers to cross, and resources to control. It is fun taking over the island, showing the Greeks whatfor, and it can give the
feeling of fighting a civil war at times with many similar units but a few differences. The DLC is for if you want to add more to
the game and enjoy another slice of history to play around in.

To make a roundabout review more concise, if you already have Hegemony III, then this DLC seems worth it. If you want to get
the base game and wonder if this DLC (though the only at the time of this review) adds enough to be worth getting, then I
recommend that it is.. This is a fun simple game but i wouldnt pay full price for it.... Neat, short and sweet puzzle game. The
concept is interesting, the graphics and music are lovely, and once you've figured out what the goal is, the puzzles can be a little
challenging. My biggest complaint is that the game seems to short, and, as other have said, the bonus levels feel like where the
real game begins, as most of the other levels are building up to one large puzzle, teaching you each step one at a time. Other than
the shortness, I really enjoyed playing through. A good one to save for a sale day.

Recommended for: casual puzzle gamers, especially those who want to try something a little outside the usual format.

Don't do it if: you really want a brain-wracker of a puzzle (Splice's are usually pretty straightforward, once you figure out the
basic moves), you need more than an hour or two of gameplay to justify paying for a game (as there's not yet a randomly
generated puzzle feature, so once you've done all the puzzles there's not any ongoing challenge to come back to).. This has to be
the best dollar I have ever spent in my life.
The game at first looked like an old arcade game that would be a huge waste of money, but when I tryed it it became very
addicting.
Love the game.. Star Project. Everything I ever asked for in one game. Pure genius. Pure fun. Worth it.. This is a really great
little life-sim \/ town-builder \/ adventure so far.. \udb40\udc21
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